Jumanji: The Next Level

AdSmart is the revolutionary approach to TV advertising
which levels the playing field, so businesses of all shapes
and sizes can benefit from the unrivalled power of TV.
With AdSmart, different ads can be shown
to different households watching the
same programme. This means brands and
businesses like yours can now advertise on
100’s of the nation’s favourite channels, but
only to the audience that matters to you.

AdSmart is right for your business if
you want to…

• Use the most effective form of
advertising to grow your business.

• Restrict your advertising to a specific

audience, region, city, postcode or Local
The award-winning platform allows you to
Authority area.
select households based on factors like age,
location and affluence. AdSmart’s precision • Increase sales and/or brand awareness.
radically reduces the costs, making TV
• Stand out against competitors.
advertising possible for almost any business.
• Bring your brand into a premium
/ talked about environment.

• Be on TV from as little as £3000.

Many businesses think that TV advertising is out of their
reach. AdSmart has turned that thinking on its head - making
TV relevant and affordable for businesses across the UK.
TV advertising works
TV continues to be the most effective and
trusted advertising platform there is. As
a nation, on average we watch over 3.5
hours of TV a day and TV delivers more
profit per £ spent than any other form
of advertising. Ask anyone to name their
favourite ad and it’s most likely a TV ad. This
popularity translates into effectiveness.
An independent study by Ebiquity and
Gain Theory found that TV consistently
outperforms other media in generating
profit and is typically over twice as effective
as the next best performing medium.

Making every penny count
The beauty of AdSmart is you don’t have
to track your audience by channel, time or
programme; your ad only plays out when
your selected audience is watching, so you
can be sure every penny counts.

You will only be
charged if 75% or
more of your ad
is viewed

The AdSmart effect
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Since launching in 2014, AdSmart has been
used by 2,400 brands for more than 28,000
campaigns to provide engaging, brand safe
and relevant TV campaigns. Addressable TV
campaigns increase purchase intent by 7%
overall, and as much as 20% for new to TV
advertisers who benefit from the exposure
and credibility TV delivers.

Reduction in
Channel Switching
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Ad Engagement
Increase

Increase in
Spontaneous Ad Recall
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Higher Emotional
Response to TV Ads

AdSmart allows you to pick your ideal audience from hundreds of combinations, so you can be
sure only the right households are seeing your ad at the right cost for you. You can combine by
location and household attributes to best suit your needs.
Location Based Targeting
Many businesses currently using AdSmart
choose to utilise one of our many location
based targeting options.
Choose by:
Region(s)
Metropolitan Area(s)
Postcode Area(s)
Local Authority(ies)

Geo-flex targeting
Define a catchment area by radius,
box, drive time, or a combination of full
postcode sectors.

A Selection of the 1,200
Household Attributes

Mosaic Types
AdSmart offers
the Experian Mosaic
attributes.

Financial Strategy
Reflects how consumers
interact with financial
service providers.

Affluence
A powerful indicator of
likely spending power,
related to income and
other factors.

Beauty
Households most likely
to buy personal care &
beauty products.

Tech Engagement
Households likely to be
engaged with technology.

Lifestage
Age of head of household
combined with mix of
people residing.

Senior Decision Maker
Where a company
owner or director of a
limited company or PLC
has been identified.

Mastercard™
Allows you to reach
households based
on their spending
behaviour.

Car Ownership
Identifies the types of
cars owned by a
household.

Pet Ownership
Identifies households that
own a pet.

Expectant Families
Identifies households
expecting a child and
those with young children.

Household composition
– children
Target households with
children split into bands
based on pre-school, primary
school, secondary school or
pre-university age ranges.

FMCG
FMCG targeting through
partnerships with UKs
leading loyalty schemes.

Home Ownership
Identifies whether a
property is owner occupied,
or not.

AdSmart Success Stories
It allows you to create that
national, big-brand identity
in a very targeted way...for
(the audience) you are a big
business on TV, and AdSmart
allows you to create that at a
household level.
Liz McNamara, Marketing Manager,
Get The Label

We had never done TV
advertising before and were
pleasantly surprised at how we
could target the right customers,
in the right locations and only
pay once our ad was viewed. We
will definitely be working with
AdSmart from Sky in the future.

We are delighted with the results
from this campaign and believe
it to be a fantastic platform
for a smaller higher education
institution like ourselves
who want to target national
audiences without large
amounts of wastage.

David Yates, CEO
SWIC telecommunications, technology and innovation

Simon Smith, Marketing Officer
University of Suffolk

AdSmart Success Stories
Our TV ad reached the perfect
audience and based on the
excellent results from our first
campaign we are very excited to
be planning our next campaign
with AdSmart.
Patrick and Sarah Saunders, Joint Managing Directors
Black Shuck Gin

We chose to use AdSmart
because it allows us to deliver
a high impact, dynamic and
engaging execution, in a very
tightly geo-demographically
targeted manner…that’s more
of an immersive experience than
you would get in a digital online
environment.
Jonathan Pollock, MD, Europe McLaren Automotive

Since starting the campaign,
we are now fully booked until
the end of the summer school
holidays and our bookings for
the 2020/21 season are well
ahead of where we were this
time last year.
Tony Sweeney, Owner/Director
Short Stay Homes

AdSmartable Channels

visit: adsmartfomsky.co.uk
find out more or contact us here:
adsmartfromsky.co.uk/contact-us

